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Printing-Data-Manual
Minimum requirements on printing files for logomats emco Image and Smart

If you want to create the printing files yourself you need to consider the following details.
In case you have further questions please contact us.

File-formats

Bitmaps:
•	 PCX, Tiff, PSD, JPEG, PNG, GIF
The file should be reduced on one layer.

Please generate the file as follows:
•	 Resolution: 254 dpi
•	 Scale: 1:10
Thus results in 1 pixel = 1 millimeter 
(For e.g. a mat in 2000 x 1000 px = 200 x 100 cm)

Vector-files:
•	 PDF, EPS, AI, CDR
Containing fonts please always send as vectors; 
In case the file contains a shortcut please
send them over in original version together
with the vector-file.

Not qualified formats:
Word, Powerpoint, Open Office and similar

Add-Ons and  safety distance in the file

Place important objects such as logos, texts, etc.  with a distance  of min 30 mm surrounding from exterior 
border of the mat.

designing-area Cutting area, 
20 mm surrounding

Safety distance to border
without cutting area,
10 mm surrounding

Example:
External dimension of mat incl. rubber edge:  200 x 100 cm
Final measures of  mat without rubber edge: 196 x 96 cm
Free area for  layout:  194 x 94 cm 
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Thickness of lines:

•	 Positive lines (dark lines on light background) should be at least 3 px
•	 Negative lines (light lines on dark background) should be at leats 6 px

3 px 5 px 7 px 10 px 12 px 3 px 6 px 7 px 10 px 12 px

   

 3  px (not visible)

 6  px

 9  px

12  px

    
Thickness of lines 10 px 
(dark colors eliminate lighter ones)
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Negative line, approx. 5 px thick

Negative line, approx. 8 px thick

  
10 px thickness, clear appearance of text, thin serifs are not visible
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Text on light and dark background
In this case text must be adapted in particular areas:

Approx. 3-7 px in green area

Approx. 6-9 px in green area
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ATTENTION!
Please be aware to keep the safety distance also in areas between!

Area between with 3 px is too little, text deviates!

In this case the text  in marked area deviates since light areas with 2-3 px are too small!
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Contrasts

If elements should clearly stand out from background, make sure that the differences of color-saturation 
and brightness of each color are significant. This is the only way to reach good contrats

       

„W“   bad contrast

„E“   good contrast

       Bad contrast due to similar brightness values

       

Due to different color sytems 
and/or missing calibration the RGB-
values given by us might differ from 
printed colors. So we recommend 
always to refer to our color ring/
sample box.
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